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This work presents a study of ground state properties, electronic structure, dielectric and optical
properties of magnesium and calcium hydroxides X(OH)2 (X= Mg and Ca) within PBE-GGA and
range-separated hybrid functional schemes as well as by using GW approximation. The relevant
HSE06 hybrid functional mixing parameters were determined from a self-consistent adjustment to
the electronic dielectric constant ǫ∞. It was shown that the overall performance of our adaptation
of the HSE06 functional via implementation of the modified amount of the Fock exchange is nearly
best for the ground state properties as compared to other relevant HF and DFT methods. Structural
stability of the crystalline X(OH)2 hydroxides has been considered in static and dynamic aspects.
The most important factors describing the bonding situation have been investigated, and a crystal-
chemical integrity of the hydroxides has been analyzed. From electronic structure studies it was
found that both materials are direct band gap insulators. Predictions for the fundamental band
gaps were shown to be in the range of 7.7-8.3 eV for Mg(OH)

2
and 7.3-7.6 eV for Ca(OH)

2
. The

origin of the conduction and valence band states near the band edges has been studied in terms of
orbital and site projected density of states as well as by comparison with the X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy measurements. It was shown that effective masses of carriers at the Γ-point in vicinity
of the band extreme are strongly anisotropic and for the electrons are similar to those in the ZnO
crystal. Optical properties of the bulk X(OH)2 hydroxides have been investigated in terms of the real
and imaginary parts of the optical dielectric function calculated in GW approximation. Electronic
character of anisotropy of optical properties has been clarified. On the base of the obtained results
the potential of applicability of the Mg(OH)2 and Ca(OH)2 crystalline hydroxides in semiconductor
device engineering and optoelectronics has been analyzed.

PACS numbers: 31.15.A-; 71.20.Ps; 63.70.+h
Keywords: magnesium hydroxide, brucite, calcium hydroxide, lime, crystal structure, electronic structure,
chemical bonding, work function, optical properties

I. INTRODUCTION

Alkaline earth metal hydroxides X(OH)2 (X=Mg, Ca)
represent a fine example of multifunctional compounds
having a widest range of technological and industrial
applications. The elements compromising X(OH)2 are
widely available, low cost, and non-toxic. Hydrogen
(H) and oxygen (O) are the most abundant elements
in the universe. Because of the possibility of synthesis
by inexpensive and green method, these materials can
be chemically tuned with predesigned functional prop-
erties and, therefore, they hold very good promises for
future applications, e.g., biomedicine, electronic device,
solar energy, gas sensing, etc. For instance, along with
calcium containing binary oxides and carbonates, port-
landite Ca(OH)2 is one of the most key inorganic ma-
terials in lime industries. In addition to the pivotal
uses in building and engineering fields its functional
properties are widely involved in a variety of applica-
tions; the primers range from water treatment,1 den-
tal therapy,2 enhancement of electronic connectivity, re-
duction of the trapping/detrapping events, and suppres-
sion of charge recombination in the semiconductorelec-
trolyte interface of the dye-sensitized solar cells.3 Brucite
Mg(OH)2 has demonstrated similar effectiveness in waste

water treatment4–7 and and high antibacterial efficiency
against several tested bacterial strains.8 There is an inter-
esting experience of employing Mg(OH)2 as a precursor
for magnesium oxide refractory ceramics,9 or as a flame
retardant in various polymer compositions and smoke
suppressants.9–11

Note that the most of applications of the hydroxides
are based mainly on the employing of their chemical prop-
erties that envisage the constituent metal cations and
hydroxyl anions as principal participants in the target
chemical transformations. At the same time, explor-
ing the possibilities of unique physics of the bulk hy-
droxides at the microscopic (electronic) level has been
difficult for a long time. However, in recent years spe-
cial attention was given to investigations related to the
crystal growth design and preparations of crystalline hy-
droxide thin films.3,12–19 This allowed researches to carry
out a number of experimental studies which have sug-
gested several effective ways of examining whether the
hydroxides can become an integral part of solid-state
electronic devices via the relevant exploration of their
electronic properties.20 In particular, it was successfully
demonstrated for the case of the CuInSe12,13 and dye-
sensitized3,21–23 composite solar cells that Mg(OH)2 films
may be easily incorporated in such devices as a buffer
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layer in order to accommodate differences of lattice con-
stants and band offsets between two different materials.
Another emerging application was offered on the base of
Mg(OH)2 films doped with certain amounts of C atoms.19

The primary goal was to create a new type of rare-earth
metal free transparent and conducting films in which the
host material belonging to a group of wide-gap insula-
tors is transparent to the visible light. The resulting
Mg(OH)2:C films have shown unusual behavior under a
light illumination of the wavelength range of 380 nm -
780 nm, namely a regular transmission of ∼ 90% accom-
panied with a considerably high electrical conductivity of
∼ 167 S/cm.19

Thus, the possible usage of the X(OH)2 hydroxides
in solid-state electronics requires firm knowledge of their
fundamental physical properties, which is an important
task at the moment. Systematic experimental studies of
structural, morphological, and vibrational properties of
X(OH)2 have been previously performed in a number
of works (see, e.g., Refs. 24–31). From the theoretical
side, in the focus were mainly structural, vibrational and
chemical properties.32,33 Recent studies on the electronic
structure were undertaken primarily to understand novel
opto-electronic properties of Mg(OH)2:C films.34

Among unique features the hydroxides commonly ex-
hibit the layered structure seems to be the major factor
that not only governs, at the macroscopic level, differ-
ent properties of these materials, but also should de-
velop effective relations between the existing chemical
interactions. The suggestion that these interactions, be-
ing active simultaneously, are connected via the simplest
functional group – OH– hydroxyl anion, directs essential
attention to the issues of an interplay between ionicity
and covalency such as (i) understanding how covalency
is involved within the charge transfer process, and (ii)
identifying how it affects the basic electronic properties
inherent in the rigid ionic crystalline systems. A straight
involvement of covalency in the activation of the elec-
tronic subsystem follows directly from an analysis of the
Honjo et al. experiments19 on Mg(OH)2:C films, whereas
the interplay of the ionic and covalent interactions can be
seen from experimental studies12,13,23 that demonstrate
the possibilities of accommodation of lattice constants
and band offsets in composite solar cells with a buffer
layer of Mg(OH)2. The present work thus aims to give a
first-principles outlook that quantifies structure-bonding-
properties relationships for the X(OH)2 hydroxides in
terms of DFT calculations with emphasis on studying
structural stability, features of electronic structure, me-
chanical and optical properties. Because of the absence of
the detail theoretical studies that could serve as a guide
for the electron subsystem, we will focus on the points
that are principally important for the knowledge of key
parameters and mechanisms underlying the specific prop-
erties of the hydroxides and that can contribute to the
development of semiconductor devices using these com-
pounds as the host or secondary materials, i.e. what
can provide an excellent starting point for the present or

future explorations. Since little information is presented
about real electronic structure of the hydroxides in scien-
tific literature, the other problem addressed in our work
has a rather academic character; recent progress in nu-
merical DFT methods has allowed us via performing ac-
curate DFT calculations to update significantly theoreti-
cal description of the fundamental electronic and optical
properties of these compounds.

II. METHODS AND COMPUTATIONAL

DETAILS

A. Methodological aspects

For ionic-covalent materials usually one starts elec-
tronic structures calculations that can output theoretical
predictions of the important properties such as band gap
values, the band picture, density of states by using tra-
ditional local density approximation (LDA) or semilocal
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) to DFT. For
improvement of the description of the electronic states
built of Kohn-Sham virtual orbitals one can decide be-
tween two possibilities: either to use computationally ac-
cessible hybrid functionals, which deal with a specified
fraction of the Fock exchange, or to employ the power-
ful theoretical tool such as the many-body Hedin’s GW
approximation (GWA).35 As both ways give the great ad-
justment of the results obtained on the base of LDA and
GGA functionals, in the present work we apply numer-
ical procedures based on HSE06 hybrid functional36–38

within the frameworks of which we describe the crystal
structure and determine electronic and dielectric proper-
ties of the X(OH)2 hydroxides.
Since exchange effects (as an integral part of electron-

electron interactions) appear to be especially significant
in the wide-gap ion-covalent materials, the problem of
how to describe the electronic structure in terms of single-
particle states depends on inherent availability of the
hybrid functional to model effectively the full (x, x

′

)-
and ω-dependent electron interactions in terms of the
exact Fock exchange. Working inside of first-principles
electronic structure methods, a useful way of making
such treatment is consideration of the non-local hybrid
functional as an approximation to the true electron self-
energy Σ(x, x

′

;ω) , which provides theoretical constructs
that map efficiently to typical elements of the hybrid
functional like as follows:39,40 Σ(x, x

′

;ω) is projected
into the direct sum of two principal terms – the first
corresponds to a statically screened non-local exchange
in which the amount of the exchange is driven by the
inverse electronic dielectric constant ǫ−1

∞ and the sec-
ond is identified with the static and local part of the
hybrid functional; the quasi-particle equation followed
from such construction corresponds to the generalized
Kohn-Sham equation that can be self-consistently solved
for a hybrid functional. The main benefit that was
originally gained in this context is that by including
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the fraction a (the mixing coefficient) of the Fock ex-
change as ǫ−1

∞ into the exchange correlation (xc) poten-
tial Vxc = aV F

x + (1−a)V GGA
x + V GGA

c it provided ra-
tionale for the efficient accounting for the corresponding
non-local r-dependencies, yielding thus a single-particle
description of electronic states for periodic systems, such
as ion-covalent insulating systems, much more accurate
as compared to results recorded by conventional DFT-
based calculations on the base of LDA or GGA. More-
over, the proper solutions of the generalized Kohn-Sham
equation with a hybrid functional such as the eigenvec-
tors and eigenvalues can be further used as a first starting
point to evaluate various material properties of the phys-
ical system.
From a pragmatic point of view, note that while hy-

brid functional based approach may be subjected to
some discussion concerning the certain amount of the ex-
change contribution in the functional, which appears to
be system-dependent parameter, this issue is quite well
amenable to first-principles procedure that, with the goal
of clearing that bottleneck, can evaluate a physical range
of values of a via ǫ−1

∞ (Refs.39,41–44) without relying on
experimental input. To this end, the present study starts
with a preliminary series of calculations aimed to ascer-
tain the relevant fraction of the Fock exchange a that
will be consistently utilized further as a material-specific
parameter in the structure of the HSE06 hybrid DFT
functional. Detail considerations concerning numerical
and theoretical treatment of the mixing parameter a in
the HSE06 hybrid functional in terms of ǫ−1

∞ can be found
in Refs. [44,45]. Based on that, we could also add that
due to strong inequality rTF >> (2/µ) universally com-
mon to ion-covalent insulators such parametrization is
generally safe for tuning the optimal a; here rTF is the
Thomas-Fermi screening length and µ characterizes the
range separation in the HSE06 hybrid functional. Next,
with this background the subsequent series of calcula-
tions is directed to evaluate accurately electronic struc-
ture and materials properties of the hydroxides.
One can also add that such methodology of variable ex-

change implementation in the HSE06 functional is quite
general within the framework of one parameter hybrid
approximation and, therefore, can be applicable with-
out any special renewing for representation of the ground
state of the other materials having the same brucite-type
structure such as transition metals hydroxides Co(OH)2
and Ni(OH)2. We are planning to report in the near
future the results of our calculations on these materials.

B. Computational details

For all periodic DFT calculations we have employed
Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP)46 together
with the potential projector augmented-wave (PAW)
method.47–49 To ensure data accuracy and clarity, proper
convergence tests with respect to the cutoff energy for the
expansion of the wave function and Brillouin zone sam-

pling have been performed. In all our calculations a large
plane-wave basis set with 800 eV cutoff, and a Γ point
centered 8 × 8 × 8 mesh for the k-point sampling, have
been chosen. GW-versions of PAW-PBE pseudopoten-
tials were adopted with 2p63s2, 3s23p64s23d0, 2s22p4,
and 1s1 valence electron configurations for Mg, Ca, O
and H atoms, respectively. The calculations have been
made within the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)50 GGA
exchange-correlation functional and HSE06 hybrid func-
tional with a modified portion of the Fock exchange. The
numerical procedure for evaluation of the mixing coeffi-
cient a via the equation a = ǫ−1

∞ was carried out in terms
of iterative improvement as follows: At first, theoretical
modeling of the lattice relaxation and dielectric proper-
ties was made at the PBE-GGA ground state: once the
optimization was completed, the elements of the macro-
scopic dielectric matrix were numerically evaluated using
density functional perturbation theory as implemented in
VASP.51 Taking these elements as initial guess for a via
ǫ−1
∞ (ǫ∞ = (2ǫxx∞ + ǫzz∞)/3), next was calculation of im-
provements to the macroscopic dielectric matrix by using
this guess as ”argument” in the modified HSE06 hybrid
functional. At this stage the iterative loop was closed.
Calculated in this way, the components of ǫ∞ along with
the corresponding mixing coefficients a adopted in the
present work are shown in Table I. Note that on the both
stages of these calculations the local field (LF) effects
have been taken into account.

Table I: Calculated values of the macroscopic dielectric matrix
for Mg(OH)2 and Ca(OH)2. The last column shows the frac-
tion of the Fock exchange values of the mixing coefficients a
adopted in the properties calculations. All energies are given
in eV.

Compound PBE HSE06m a
Mg(OH)

2
ǫxx
∞

= 2.63 ǫxx
∞

= 2.34
ǫzz
∞

= 2.60 ǫzz
∞

= 2.38
ǫ∞ = 2.62 ǫ∞ = 2.35 0.425

Ca(OH)
2

ǫxx
∞

= 2.73 ǫxx
∞

= 2.36
ǫzz
∞

= 2.52 ǫzz
∞

= 2.26
ǫ∞ = 2.66 ǫ∞ = 2.33 0.429

Effective masses of electrons (me) in the conduction
band (CB) and holes (mh) in the valence band (VB)
along the high symmetry Γ → M,Γ → A and Γ → K
directions were estimated via a parabolic approximation
for the band edge energies E(k); the numerical values of
the second order derivatives have been obtained from the
(nonrelativistic) hybrid DFT calculations by performing
polynomial fitting of the curves E(k).
A theoretical way for computing correctly the optical

properties was chosen according to the currently wide
accepted, useful strategy52–55 that utilizes hybrid DFT
functional wave functions as a starting point for perform-
ing GW procedures. The real and imaginary parts of the
optical dielectric function ǫ(ω) were numerically evalu-
ated in GW approximation as implemented in VASP56–59

by summing interband transitions from occupied to un-
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occupied states for energies much higher than those of
phonons. More details about the optical calculations are
discussed in Refs. [60,61].

III. RESULTS

A. Equilibrium properties

Both magnesium and calcium hydroxides belong to
a class of layered crystalline systems: they crystallize
in a trigonal structure (space group P3̄m1, no. 164)
with one f.u. per the unit cell62–65. As compared
with the other bivalent metal hydroxides, no other poly-
morphs of Mg(OH)2 and Ca(OH)2 have been reported in
literature.66,67

Mg

O

H

Figure 1: Schematic presentation of unit cell of X(OH)2
(X=Mg and Ca). Mg and Ca atoms are sketched by the large
grey color balls.

In the brucite structure (Fig. 1) each X2+ metal cation
is octahedrally surrounded by six O2– anions, each of
which in turn is tetrahedrally connected with one H+,
forming OH– complex, and with three X2+. Such inter-
play of two different coordinations allows one to represent
an ideal equilibrium lattice structure of a brucite-type hy-
droxide in terms of layers of XO6 octahedra parallel to
the axis c and a hexagonal close packing of the hydroxyl
anions in the ab-plane.67

Full geometrical optimization of the lattice structure
with respect to the unit cell size and internal positions
has been performed within the frameworks of the stan-
dard PBE-GGA and the modified HSE06 functionals.
The results listed in Table II for the lattice constants,
atomic coordinates, and bond lengths and angles show
clearly the role of the exact exchange contribution –
the relaxed zero-pressure lattice parameters and the se-
lected interatomic local distances not only agree well
with the experimental data, but also they are in gen-
eral more accurate than those from PBE-GGA optimiza-
tion. Moreover, the comparison with results of previ-
ous studies performed within the Hartree-Fock formal-
ism (HF) and some representative DFT based methods
shows that our adaptation of the HSE06 functional via

tuning the mixing coefficient has a profoundly positive
effect on the structural optimization of the X(OH)2 hy-
droxides. For instance, the remarkable shortening of the
O−H bonding distances as compared with the GGA re-
sults is convincing proof that covalency effects are more
completely treated within the hybrid functional with the
modified weight of the exact exchange. This fact means
that the utilization of the exact exchange reduces the
self-interaction and delocalization errors in the descrip-
tion of O−H bonding. Comparing the calculated equilib-
rium volumes with those experimentally determined one
can also see that the increase of the Fock exchange sig-
nificantly reduces the corresponding deviations from the
experimental data: ∼1.38% (2.32%) and∼0.51% (0.58%)
for Mg(OH)2 and Ca(OH)2, respectively.

B. Stability aspects

The principal issue related to the structural stability of
the X(OH)2 hydroxides is connected with results of the
recent computer simulations71 which have suggested that
at least for the magnesium hydroxide the P3̄m1 symme-
try unit cell may be less convenient as compared with
the hypothetical low-symmetry P3̄

√
3×
√
3×1 supercell.

Let us show from the computational point of view that if
one starts from the relaxed high-symmetry ground state,
one can give two compelling arguments in favor of sta-
bility of the experimentally determined P3̄m1 geometry.
The first represents a standard test of the positivity cri-
terion for the squares of harmonic frequencies at q = 0
(i.e. corresponds to dynamical stability). Table III and
Table IV summarize data of this test in terms of the Ra-
man and infrared spectra of the optical vibrational modes
obtained in the harmonic approximation along with the
available experimental data and the previous theoretical
calculations.
The second argument deals with a demonstration of

mechanical (elastic or macroscopic) stability. In Ta-
ble V six linearly independent elastic constants77,78 cal-
culated for the X(OH)2 crystals are presented, five of
them are compared with experimental data. Firstly,
we indicate here that components of the elasticity ten-
sor evaluated on the base of the relaxed P3̄m1 equilib-
rium geometry are well consistent with those predicted by
experiment.79–81 Secondly, one can see that elastic stabil-
ity criteria of the trigonal system82,83 certainly hold, i.e.
(C11+C12)C33 − 2C2

13 > 0 , C66C44 − C2
14 > 0 , C66 > 0 .

It is therefore obvious that the crystalline form of the
P3̄m1 space symmetry is the elastically stable structure
of X(OH)2 hydroxides.
As seen from characteristics of aggregate properties

(Tables V) and VI) both materials show moderate
strength properties; albeit Mg(OH)2 exhibits much bet-
ter hardness (≈ 1.8 times harder than Ca(OH)2 [121) and
stiffness. They are quite well compressible (νV = 0.20
and 0.25), more resistant to volume change over shape
change (BV /GV > 1), more inclined to brittle frac-
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Table II: Comparison of experimental and calculated geometries (unit-cell dimensions, volumes, ion cell positions, and interionic
distances).

Expt PBE HSE06 HF PW91 B3LYP
Mg(OH)

2
Ref. [62]a Ref. [63] (a = 0.425) Refs. [68,69] Refs. [68,69] Refs. [68,69]

P3̄m1 a(Å)= 3.145 3.150 3.189 3.126 3.148 3.179 3.167
c(Å)= 4.740 4.770 4.773 4.730 5.263 4.717 4.854
V(Å3)= 40.60 40.99 42.02 40.04 45.2 41.3 42.2
c/a= 1.507 1.514 1.497 1.513 1.672 1.484 1.533

O, H (2d):
1/3 2/3 z z(O) = 0.2194 0.2203 0.2183 0.2183 0.1972 0.2210 0.2143

z(H) = 0.4195 0.4130 0.4214 0.4191 0.3757 0.4271 0.4125
Distances (Å): Mg−O 2.093 2.100 2.115 2.079 2.093 2.111 2.104

O−H 0.953 0.958 0.969 0.950 0.940 0.972 0.962
H−H 1.966 1.969 1.960 2.239 1.960 2.016
∡M−O−H 120◦ 119.8◦ 119.7◦ 119.6◦ 119.6◦

Ca(OH)
2

Ref. [64]b Ref. [65] (a = 0.429) Ref. [27] Ref. [27,70]

P3̄m1 a(Å)= 3.589 3.592 3.612 3.575 3.666 3.620
c(Å)= 4.911 4.906 4.942 4.923 5.185 5.010
V(Å3)= 54.78 54.82 55.85 54.50 56.80
c/a= 1.368 1.366 1.368 1.377 1.414 1.384

O, H (2d):
1/3 2/3 z z(O) = 0.2341 0.2341 0.2316 0.2306

z(H) = 0.4285 0.4248 0.4280 0.4240
Distances (Å): Ca−O 2.370 2.371 2.379 2.356 2.401 2.402

O−H 0.955 0.936 0.972 0.952 0.933 0.965
H−H 2.188 2.201 2.196 2.399 2.190
∡Ca−O−H 119◦ 119◦ 118.8◦

aAt 70 K.
bAt room temperature.

Table III: Raman spectra of zone center harmonic optical vi-
brations (cm−1) of the X(OH)2 hydroxides as compared to
experimental data and other calculations.

Mode This Work MD B3LYP Expt
(PAW-PBE) Ref. [72] Ref. [70] Ref. [73] Ref. [29]

Mg(OH)
2

Eg 269 279 272 280 280
A1g 413 444 457 443 444
Eg 807 720 780 725 725
A1g 3411 3655 3859 3652 −

Ref. [72] Ref. [70] Ref. [73] Ref. [74]
Ca(OH)

2

Eg 238 254 252 254 260
A1g 352 358 371 357 359
Eg 678 676 702 680 684
A1g 3704 3619 3836 3620 3620

ture, and exhibit large degrees of the acoustic anisotropy
(A = 0.32 and 0.37, respectively). Due to significant
smallness of the off-diagonal constant C14 compared to
the other independent components of the elasticity ten-
sor, the both compounds can be practically related to a
class of transversely isotropic elastic materials.91 How-
ever, being matched the macroscopic elastic constants
show a noticeable decrease for Ca(OH)2 with the corre-
sponding volume increase (Table II). In structural aspect,

Table IV: Infrared spectra of zone center optical vibrations
(cm−1) of the X(OH)2 hydroxides as compared to experi-
mental data and other calculations.

Mode This Work MD B3LYP Expt
(PAW-PBE) Ref. [72] Ref. [70] Ref. [29] Ref. [73]

Mg(OH)
2

Eu 356 373 352 365 361
Eu 416 461 479 415 416
A2u 438 562 490 455 461
A2u 3710 3695 3859 − 3688

Ca(OH)
2

Eu 266 312 289 304 287
Eu 361 392 441 392 373
A2u 339 418 363 415 334
A2u 3725 3646 3849 − 3640

3644a 3651b

aReference [75].
bReference [76].

it means that if one compare infrared harmonic frequen-
cies given in Table IV, and the elasticity tensor compo-
nents of Table V, such as C44 and C66, one can observe
the following two facts: (i) the certain ”softening” ten-
dency appearing once the metal cation is fully substituted
from Mg to Ca, and (ii) a noticeable fall of the elastic ef-
fective characteristics as shown in Tables V) and VI. By
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Table V: Linearly independent components of the elasticity
tensor in GPa for the X(OH)2 hydroxides (PAW-PBE) as
compared to experimental data. The elastic anisotropy factor
(A) represented in terms of the ratio A = C33/C11 describes
the anisotropy of the compressional field. In the last column,
the combination of C11 and C12 in terms of C66 = (1/2)(C11−
C12) is added.

Comp. C11 C12 C13 C33 C44 C14 A C66

Mg(OH)
2

This work 156.3 45.0 10.1 50.4 21.8 0.2 0.32 55.7
Expt.79 156.7 44.4 12.0 46.3 21.7 0.30 56.2
Expt.80 159.0 43.3 11.1 49.5 22.8 0.31 57.9
Ca(OH)

2

This work 102.7 31.6 8.1 37.6 9.4 0.5 0.37 35.6
Expt. 81 99.3 36.2 (29.7)a 32.6 9.8 0.33 31.6

aThis value is considered in Ref. 81 as unreliable.

Table VI: Results for the macroscopic effective elastic con-
stants of the X(OH)2 hydroxides represented in terms of
the Voigt-Reuss-Hill scheme84 as compared with experimen-
tal data. The bulk (B), shear (G) and Young’s (E) modulus
are in GPa, ν denotes Poissons ratio, and βc/βa describes
the ratio of linear compressibility along the c- and a axises,
respectively. The estimates are given for the case of an or-
thotropic solid since in calculations we omitted C14 due to its
significant smallness.

Comp. B G E ν B/G βc/βa

Mg(OH)
2

This work 46.4 35.4 84.7 0.20 1.31 4.5
Expt.a 51.0(±4.0)
Expt.b 54.3(±1.5) 5.20(±0.50)
Expt.c 47.0(±5.0) 2.0
Ca(OH)

2

This work 32.7 19.9 49.5 0.25 1.65 4.0
Expt.d 37.8(±1.8) 3.20(±0.40)
Expt.e 38.3(±1.1) 2.95(±0.25)
Expt.f 34.2(±1.4)
Expt.g 30.8(±2.3)

a Shock compression measurements.85
b X ray diffraction measurements at 300 K.86
c Neutron powder diffraction measurements.87
d X ray diffraction measurements at room temperature.88
e Determined from powder neutron diffraction data by using
lagrangian finite strain theory.89
f Determined from powder neutron diffraction data by using
the Birch-Murnaghan equation of state.89
g Determined from powder X-ray diffraction data by using a
third order finite strain fit.90

comparison the similar ”softness” takes also place for the
bulk modulus of CaO against that of MgO.89 Moreover,
the exchange of Mg−O connection for the Ca−O one is
accompanied by considerable decrease of the hexagonal
ratio c/a from 1.51 to 1.37. In chemical bonding sense
it means that once Ca2+ cation succeeds in accommo-
dation into a lattice site of the bulk Ca(OH)2, becom-

ing ready for electrostatic forces promotion within the
cationic framework, then it not necessarily distort the
local structural environment, increasing the strain en-
ergy, but instead it tends to relieve the local stresses via
a partial softening of central ionic connections as com-
pared with Mg(OH)2, hence lowering the elastic prop-
erties. In this context, due to a significant drop in the
shear elastic component C44 relative to Mg(OH)2 (by a
factor of 2.3), Ca(OH)2 when subjected an external force
might be considered in terms of the stability condition
C66C44 − C2

14≃C66C44 > 0 for searching a mechanical
instability against the shear connected with the induced
softness of one of the transverse acoustic modes. Thus,
the cation replace fromMg for Ca in the hydroxide family
changes unfavorably the energetics of the host hexagonal
packed structure, making Ca(OH)2 to be a soft solid,
so that it is not surprisingly that there are only two al-
kaline earth hydroxides of brucite-type, Mg(OH)2 and
Ca(OH)2, that retain the P3̄m1 symmetry under ambi-
ent conditions.

In addition to examination of structural stability the
chemical stability of Mg(OH)2 and Ca(OH)2 can be an-
alyzed in terms of the heat of formation (∆H0

f ). Gener-

ally, ∆H0
f being the leading term of Gibbs free energy can

be calculated as the enthalpy difference between a com-
pound and its constituent elements in their most stable
states according to the theoretical decomposition path-
way X(OH)2 −→ X+O2 +H2. In terms of energies the
latter can be described by the following equation:

∆H0
f = E[X(OH)2] − E[X] − E[O2] − E[H2]

for X=Mg and Ca. Here E[...] is the total energy cor-
responding to ground state of X(OH)2, X, O2, and H2,
respectively. The results of evaluations of ∆H0

f along
with experimental values are summarized in Table VII.
The calculated heats of formation coincide well with the

Table VII: Heats of formation for Mg(OH)2 and Ca(OH)2
(eV).

Compound Theorya Expt.b Diffr.(%)
Mg(OH)

2
−9.84 −9.59 2.6

Ca(OH)
2

−10.60 −10.22 3.7

aThis work.
bReference [12].

experimental data – the theoretical evaluation of ener-
gies required to decompose these compounds gives values
that are approximately 2.6% and 3.7% larger than those
provided by experiment. These values fall within the typ-
ical range related to ion-covalent insulators; for compar-
ison, the heats of formation for most common crystalline
hydroxides92 are on the order of −4.3 - −10.2 eV (with
the exception of −2.48 eV related to thallium hydroxide).
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C. Chemical bonding aspects

Exactly what could be said about the overall chemi-
cal bonding picture in an inorganic ion-covalent system
depends on information of how and to what extent ionic
connections and covalency appear and coexist in the sys-
tem. Characterization of activities and functional roles of
the leading chemical interactions can be made in terms of
electron partitioning schemes. The most important fac-
tors describing the bonding situation in the hydroxides
are presented in: (i) Table VIII which summarizes cal-
culated values of the Bader effective and Born dynamic
charges, and (ii) Figs. 2, 3 and 4, which visualize ELF
valence electrons distributions.
As seen from analysis of the Bader charges of Ta-

ble VIII, the effect of a charge transfer is that divalent
Mg2+ is almost fully oxidized; divalent Ca2+ is slightly
less oxidized, however due to larger electronegativity dif-
ference with respect to oxygen it remains in ionic state
as well. Hydrogen demonstrates also the positive oxida-
tion state of about +0.56 and +0.52 as compared to more
positive magnesium (+1.79) and calcium (+1.65). Inter-
esting topological feature that follows from the partition
of the unit cell space is that valence electrons of the oxy-
gens controls about 78% and 67% of the cell volume in
Mg(OH)2 and Ca(OH)2, respectively. Certainly, this fact
gives the direct qualitative indication that the main con-
tribution to electronic responses of these materials will
belong to the oxygen valence orbitals.

1.0

0.5

0.0

Mg

O

H

Ca

O

H

Figure 2: Representation of the valence ELF for the three-
body structural Mg−O−H (left) and Ca−O−H (right) units
in (110) cut plane. ELF values increase from blue to red.

In the context of the overall bonding situation our re-
sults suggest that the three-body structural X − O −H
block, which is build up with the central oxygen acting as
a major oxidizer, is principal to provide a common chem-
ical stability in terms of stable arrangement of chemi-
cal interactions upon formation of the hydroxide. From
Fig. 2 one can see two direct evidences of such ”structur-
ing”, namely a loss of electron density (small ELF values)
in the nearby area about the X

2+ cation, and a denser
distribution (higher ELF values) at the other end, which
corresponds to a large valence electrons gathering in the
spatial region between the central oxygen and adjacent
hydrogen ions. By referring to the Bader charge analysis
(Table VIII) the latter clearly indicates that two valence

electrons, the one donated by the oxygen and the other –
by the hydrogen, reside with a higher probability in this
area causing the covalent bond formation along c axis.
Therefore, the key feature of bonding in the X− O −H
unit is that the one-electron oxidation processes on each
half-side lead to an inequivalency of chemical bonds on
the left and right of the central oxygen. In other words,
to balance electron-poor and electron-reach areas the va-
lence electrons move very differently across bonding dis-
tances, so that the electron density differences are such
that the most positive charge lies on the longest equi-
librium X − O bond distance providing the closed shell
configuration of the metal cation and ionic bonding with
the oxygen, while the less positive hydrogen is strongly
bonded to the same oxygen by the vertical covalent con-
nection. It is thus become clear the particular role of
the oxygen anion in the hydroxides which in fact is that
not only to generate the cations due to electron transfer
but also to build up a bridging site that is responsible
for a structural stabilization via maintaining two differ-
ent chemical interactions with its electropositive part-
ners within the X − O −H unit. Thus, both Mg2+ and
Ca2+ form rigid ordered cationic networks that by elec-
trostatic interactions are connected with hydroxyl anions.
Due to weakness of effects of the metal-ligand overlap
(i.e. hybridization of relevant local orbitals related to va-
lence electrons) admixture of covalency along the Mg−O,
Ca−O connections remains quite sparse. At the macro-
scopic level, this conclusion is well supported by the mag-
nitude of the ratio of the Mg(OH)2 and Ca(OH)2 bulk
moduli (Table VI), 1.42, which is only 12.5% larger than
the theoretical prediction of 1.26. The latter, using the
data of Tables II and VIII, can be obtained on the base
of the bulk modulus-volume relationship94 found to be
hold for ionic compounds such as oxides, halides, etc.

Mg(OH) Ca(OH)
2 2

O

HH

O

Mg(OH) CaMg(OH) Ca

Figure 3: Valence ELF isosurfaces at ELF= 0.87 for the hy-
droxyl anion in Mg(OH)

2
(left) and Ca(OH)

2
(right).

Regarding the ligand subsystem, shown in Fig. 3 is
a visualization of the electronic density of the OH– an-
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Table VIII: Charge characteristics related to the host ions in Mg(OH)
2

and Ca(OH)
2

(in units of |e|). The Pauling electroneg-
ativities are taken from93 δO describes the electronegativity difference with respect to O. The quantities QB(M) denote the
Bader effective charges calculated from electronic densities. Z∗

ij is the matrix of the Born effective charges. The quantity
Z̄∗(M) = (1/3)(Z∗

xx(M) + Z∗

yy(M) + Z∗

zz(M)) represents the average of the principal values over crystal axes.

Mg(OH)
2

Mg O H OH–

δO 2.13 0 1.24 −
QB(M) +1.79 −1.45 +0.56 −0.89

Z∗

ij(M)





+2.07 0 0
0 +2.07 0
0 0 +1.92









−1.46 0 0
0 −1.46 0
0 0 −1.29









+0.42 0 0
0 +0.42 0
0 0 +0.32









−1.04 0 0
0 −1.04 0
0 0 −0.97





Z̄∗(M) +2.02 −1.40 +0.39 −1.02
Ca(OH)

2
Ca O H OH–

δO 2.44 0 1.24 −
QB(M) +1.65 −1.34 +0.52 −0.82

Z∗

ij(M)





+2.34 0 0
0 +2.34 0
0 0 +1.96









−1.56 0 0
0 −1.56 0
0 0 −1.26









+0.38 0 0
0 +0.38 0
0 0 +0.26









−1.18 0 0
0 −1.18 0
0 0 −1.00





Z̄∗(M) +2.21 −1.46 +0.34 −1.12

ion represented in terms of the valence ELF isosurface
at ELF= 0.87. It is well seen two regions (in the verti-
cal and planar directions) of shared-electron interactions
that form distributions of localized electrons with differ-
ent shapes. The strong covalent contribution into O−H
bonding caused by the deep overlapping of the valence
orbitals of oxygen and hydrogen is established along c
axis. Due to a vertical (oriented) deformation of the lo-
calized electronic cloud from sphericity this covalency has
partially polar character.

�� ��

�

�

��	

	�


	�	

Figure 4: A cut (110) plane through the valence ELF of
Mg(OH)2 and Ca(OH)2. ELF values increase from blue to
red. O and H atoms are sketched by the red and light grey
color balls, respectively.

A cut (110) plane of the ELF topology drawn in Fig. 4
for the both hydroxides allows us to reveal in a total
absence of hydrogen-bonded areas in terms of unshared
electron connections like O−H · · ·O or O−H · · · H−O.
Moreover, a canceling of hydrogen bonding is directly
strengthen by the opposite sign of the polarity of the
covalency at which the overall electronic density tends
to be pushed to the inner part of O−H bonding region,
i.e the resulted electronic shift appears to be especially
unfavorable in the sense of hydrogen bonding activation.

The next important point to be discussed in the con-
text of the X − O − H unit is the dynamic coupling of
the relevant lattice distortions with a macroscopic elec-
tric field. Generally, this interaction, as an ion-covalent
system specific bonding component associated with the
purely dynamic part of the charge transfer, is fundamen-
tal for the structural stability of polarized insulating crys-
tals such as displacive ferroelectrics.95–98 Because of the
spatial non-uniformity inherent to the distribution of the
electronic density in X−O−H , it is important to under-
stand what kind of movements in this structure – changes
in an ionic environment or distortions of electronic shells
caused by mixing with long-wavelength optical vibrations
– is principal in treating the macroscopic crystal polar-
izability and effects of the local field. In this context,
analysis of the components of the tensor of the Born ef-
fective charges is of great importance because their en-
hanced values with respect to some reference (nominal)
ionic values serve as confirmation for many-body elec-
tronic polarization effects that contribute to ionic dipole
polarization.98,99 As shown in Table VIII the components
of the dynamic charges are not high; with the exception of
Ca2+ for which there is a modest influence of hybridiza-
tion effects featuring the empty 3d orbitals, the other
ions demonstrate values that are either closed to or even
less than their nominal ionicities. Thus, the role of di-
rect distortions of the valence electron charge density, i.e.
processes caused by mixing electronic movements with
long-wavelength optical vibrations, is not expected to be
considerable in the X(OH)2 hydroxides. An additional
test for the lattice-driven contribution to macroscopic po-
larization can be made in terms of the ionic (P(i)(0)) and
electronic (P(e)(0)) amplitudes of polarization associated
with the polar long-wavelength optical mode. A simple
analytical estimate98 P(i)(0)/P(e)(0) = (ǫ∞ − 1)/3 , de-
duced within the Born model,100 shows that the lattice
polarization is about 2.2 times larger than the electronic
one. This is an important indicator, because it demon-
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strates that the ionic (lattice) polarization contribute in
a larger degree to the internal macroscopic field of the
hydroxides.

One of the main features of Mg(OH)2 and Ca(OH)2 is
that chemically they are versatile solid hydroxides as un-
der the action of heat they can be dehydrated into simple
oxides and water,67

Mg(OH)2
550K−−−→ MgO+H2O and

Ca(OH)2
400K−−−→ CaO+H2O,

and vice versa – synthesized within the backward reaction
involving the use of MgO or CaO as a solid component.
Proton-driven thermal mechanism of these reactions101

can be represented as follows:102

H2Odissolved +O2−
structure ←→ (OH

−
+OH−)structure.

Let us show how being based on the above given
bonding picture one can gain insight into microscopic
nature of hydration/dehydration chemical transforma-
tions. To this end we focus on the equilibrium
geometry of the hydroxides and take into account
three relevant facts, namely, the reversibility of the
decomposition←− − > composition pathways, instability
of O2– in the free state as well as no evidence of ex-
istence of the alkaline earth metal cations in the free
state. Then one can consider that the transformations
are mainly achieved by structural rearrangements of key
functional elements such as Mg2+, Ca2+ and O2– ions.
Since linking of these ions gives rise to Mg−O, Ca−O
ionic bonds, which are formed by the resulting charge-
transfer due to large electronegativity between Mg, Ca on
one hand, and O on the other hand, the direct bounding
of water molecules to metal centers becomes impossible.
A representative example of importance of electrostatic
interactions is given by comparison of the Mg−O, Ca−O
bond lengths of Table II with the sums of the correspond-
ing single-bond ionic radii: r(Mg2+)+r(O2−) = 2.10 and
r(Ca2+) + r(O2−) = 2.38 Å for Mg(OH)2 and Ca(OH)2,

respectively (r(Mg2+) = 0.86 Å, r(Ca2+) = 1.14 Å,
r(O2−) = 1.24 Å).93 In other words, the distribution of
valence electron density inside Mg−O or Ca−O environ-
ment is setting in such a manner as mainly to support and
exactly optimize ionic connections in the lattice carcase
of the given compounds, so that the possible formation
of monohydrates occurs to be generally avoided. Corre-
spondingly, in order to increase the susceptibility towards
ionic bonding, the water (during reaction) is incorporated
into the new crystalline structure via deprotonation pro-
cess accompanied by activation of the O−H bond. The
resulting formation of the OH– anions, which as it is well-
known103 is a very poor leaving group, provides a smooth
establishment of the relevant relationships of a standard
ionic character. Correspondingly, upon heating the dehy-
dration of the hydroxides happens in reverse order: the
OH– anion is protonated to give an intermediate oxo-
nium which facilitates the formation of the much better
leaving group, a water molecule. At the same time, as
follows from low and moderate values of the macroscopic
elastic constants (Table VI), the optimization of the ionic

connections of ’metal cation’–’hydroxyl anion’ type does
not have to be resulted in strong bonding as compared
with the typical oxides of alkaline earth metals. As we
have seen from the bonding analysis of the X − O − H
unit the total strength of the long-range X−O Coulomb
interactions is directly driven by the participating of the
divalent bridging oxygen anion in the covalent bond with
the hydrogen. Given that 2/3 of the atoms in the bulk
hydroxide belong to a hydroxyl anion, this provides the
possibility for the thermal dehydration via the canceling
of the short-range O−H forces within the X−O−H unit
followed by the simple oxide formation and the release
of the molecular water leaving the system. In this con-
text, since the unit cell parameters such as a and c lattice
vectors increase noticeably as cation is fully substituted
from Mg to Ca (Table II), it becomes clear that an in-
crease in volume makes the dehydration temperature of
Ca(OH)2 smaller than that of Mg(OH)2.

D. Electronic structure, effective masses, and

density of states

1. Band picture

In this section 5 we continue to describe the bonding
situation via an analysis of the band structure and the
density of states (DOS). Figure 5 presents the calculated
band structure indicating that the both X(OH)2 are di-
rect band gap materials with the VB maximum and the
CB minimum located at the Γ-point.

Figure 5: Band structure of X(OH)2 calculated within both
PBE-GGA and HSE06m hybrid functional schemes. The
Fermi level is set to zero.

The energies of the valence and conduction bands clos-
est to the fundamental gap along with the symmetry
classification of the electronic states in the key high-
symmetry points of the first Brillouin zone (BZ) are sum-
marized in Table IX. It is interesting to note that despite
the fact that GGA underestimates the band gap energy,
comparison of the curvatures at the VB maximum and
CB minimum in the increased scale of Fig. 5 indicates
that both the modified HSE06 hybrid and PBE semi-
local functional determine a similar character of disper-
sions around conduction and valence band edges (Fig. 6).
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Table IX: Energy states of the valence and conduction bands closest to the fundamental gap and their symmetry classification
in the high-symmetry points of the first BZ. The zero energy corresponds to the top of the valence band.

Band Mg(OH)
2

L M Γ A H K

Ev5 −5.73(Ag + Au + Bu) −4.72(Ag + Au + Bu) −3.41(A1g + A2u) −5.119(A1g + A2u) −5.629(A1 + A2 + E) −5.19(A1 + A2 + E)
Ev4 −2.36(Ag + Au + Bu) −3.41(Ag + Au + Bu) −0.79(Eu) −0.639(Eu) −2.589(A1 + E) −3.11(A1 + A2 + E)
Ev3 −2.03(Ag + Au + Bu) −2.33(Ag + Au + Bu) −0.79(Eu) −0.639(Eu) −1.848(E) −2.16(E)
Ev2 −1.14(Bu) −1.45(Bu) 0(Eu) −0.158(Eu) −1.478(A1 + A2 + E) −2.16(E)
Ev1 −0.68(Bu) −0.32(Bu) 0(Eu) −0.158(Eu) −1.478(A1 + A2 + E) −1.17(E)
Ec1 12.06(Ag + Au + Bu) 12.06(Ag + Au + Bu) 7.70(A1g + A2u) 9.431(A1g + A2u) 13.401(A1 + A2 + E) 13.35(E)
Ec2 12.35(Ag + Au + Bu) 12.90(Ag + Au + Bu) 11.84(A1g + A2u) 11.990(A1g + A2u) 13.401(A1 + A2 + E) 13.36(A1 + A2 + E)

Band Ca(OH)
2

L M Γ A H K

Ev5 −4.53(Ag + Au + Bu) −4.55(Ag + Au) −3.61(A1g + A2u) −4.70(A1g + A2u) −4.71(A1 + A2 + E) −4.61(A1 + A2 + E)
Ev4 −1.42(Ag + Au + Bu) −2.04(Ag + Au + Bu) −1.21(Eu) −1.04(Eu) −1.14(A1 + A2 + E) −1.72(A1 + A2 + E)
Ev3 −1.03(Bu) −0.92(Ag + Au + Bu) −1.21(Eu) −1.04(Eu) −1.14(A1 + A2 + E) −1.29(E)
Ev2 −1.01(Ag + AU + Bu) −0.75(Bu) 0(Eu) −0.20(Eu) −1.14(A1 + A2 + E) −1.29(E)
Ev1 −0.38(Bu) −0.66(Bu) 0(Eu) −0.20(Eu) −0.86(A1 + A2 + E) −0.24(A2 + E)
Ec1 10.55(Ag + Au + Bu) 9.57(Ag + Au + Bu) 7.33(A1g + A2u) 8.89(A1g + A2u) 11.86(A1 + A2 + E) 10.37(E)
Ec2 11.38(Ag + Au + Au) 10.88(Ag + Au + Bu) 11.56(A1g + A2u) 10.84(A1g + A2u) 11.86(A1 + A2 + E) 10.82(A1 + A2 + E)

Figure 6: Fine structure at the Γ-point of the VB and CB
states in X(OH)2 calculated within PBE and HSE06 func-
tional schemes.

As is visible from Fig. 5, the bottommost CB states
are much more dispersive than the topmost VB states.
In particular, the VB Ev1, Ev2 in the Γ-A (∆) direction,
and upper split branch of Ev1 in the Γ-M (Σ) direction
is almost flat opposite to the lowest CB Ec1 which is
classically dispersive. It means that when the material
is externally influenced, this feature could be the source
of the principal differences related to mobilities of the
band carriers, as, for example, the localization of a non-
equilibrium heavy hole may facilitate in the VB. In order
to confirm this point we have estimated effective masses
of conduction electrons (mc) and holes (m1h, m2h) along
the high-symmetry Γ → M,Γ → A and Γ → K
directions, which are presented in Table X.

Since the band dispersion around the conduction and

Table X: Effective masses of electrons in CB and holes in
two nearest VB (in units of the free-electron mass m0) for
Mg(OH)

2
and Ca(OH)

2
estimated from band structure cal-

culations within HSE06.

Mg(OH)
2

Ca(OH)
2

ZnOa ZnOb

me(Γ → M) 0.13 0.18 0.23
me(Γ → A) 0.18 0.20 0.24 0.21
me(Γ → K) 0.20 0.28
m1h(Γ → M) 3.06 0.44 0.59 2.74
m1h(Γ → A) 5.25 0.50 0.59 0.54
m1h(Γ → K) 4.17 0.30 0.59 3.03
m2h(Γ → M) 0.13 0.22 0.55 0.55
m2h(Γ → A) 3.14 3.10 0.31 0.27
m2h(Γ → K) 0.14 0.34 0.55 1.12

aExperiment from Ref. [104].
bTheory from Ref. [105]. FP-LMTO method.

valence band extreme calculation within PAW-PBE and
HSE06 are almost the same, we have estimated the ef-
fective masses using the band structure calculated by
HSE06. The results show strong anisotropy of the hole
effective masses in VB of X(OH)2. It is also seen that
along several symmetry axes holes are significantly heav-
ier than electrons and hence more localizable. Analysis
based on Figs. 2, 3 and 4 has shown that the microscopic
reason of this difference is that the valence electrons tend
to be tightly bound within OH– anions what in turn re-
sults in almost flat structure of the valence band states.
At lower energies the electron effective masses in the CB
of Mg(OH)2 are similar to those of Ca(OH)2 and close to
the value of 0.13 m0 observed in ZnO (Ref. [106]). It in-
dicates that one can expect mobility of carriers in the CB
and, consequently, electrical conductivity of X(OH)2 to
be in the limits of that of ZnO. Another interesting fea-
ture of the CB structure is that at the bottom it consists
of two neighbor states that are split in energy >3.1 eV.
At the macroscopic level this may provide a possibility
of effective application of the material with the following
property: if an impurity forms shallow donor level in the
band gap and possesses high solubility, then the material
could still be transparent to the incident light.
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2. Density of states

Figure 7 presents orbital and site projected density of
states (PDOS) calculated at relaxed lattice geometries
by using the HSE06 functionals with the mixing param-
eters of Table I. It is seen that the relative ratio of s-, p-,
and d-related contributions in PDOS significantly differ.
By donating two valence s-electrons to fill the 2p oxy-
gen shell the empty s-type orbitals of Mg2+ or Ca2+ are
readily hybridized with the empty s-type orbitals of O2–.
However their mixture which according to Figure 7 is re-
sponsible for the lowest states of the CB exhibits much
lower intensities as compared with the highest occupied
valence band states.
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Figure 7: Orbital and site projected density of states for
X(OH)2.

The upper part of the VB, which lies in the energy
ranges between −8 ÷ 0 eV (Mg(OH)2) and −6 ÷ 0 eV

(Ca(OH)2), consists of the p and s states of O2–, the

s states of H+, and the s states of the metal cation.
The deeper part of the VB in Mg(OH)2 is represented by
the narrow DOS pick centered at −20.1 eV which corre-
sponds to contributions of the oxygen s core states. Com-
parison with experiment has shown that the both parts
of the calculated VB agrees very well with X-ray photo-

electron spectra (XPS) measurements107 performed for
Mg(OH)2 (Fig. 8).
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Figure 8: Total density of states obtained within the
PBE-GGA and HSE06 hybrid functional schemes as com-
pared with the experimentally measured X-ray photoelectron
spectrum.107 The Fermi level is set to zero.

The central feature of the electronic spectra at the Γ
point is that highest occupied p-type orbitals of oxy-
gen split into twofold degenerate (2px, 2py) and non-
degenerate 2pz electronic states (bands Ev1, Ev2 andEv3,
respectively), as indicated in Fig. 7 and Table IX, giving
rise to two different oxygen valence subbands. Corre-
spondingly, the minimum band gap of 7.70 and 7.33 eV
for Mg(OH2) and Ca(OH2), respectively, is associated

with transitions from the top of O2– 2px, 2py states. Due
to the strong spz hybridization between H and O orbitals
the occupied O 2pz electronic states are shifted (espe-
cially in the case of Ca(OH)2) into depth of the electronic
spectra. The full substitution of Mg for Ca adds the fol-
lowing visible differences affecting the common structure
of PDOS: first, the presence of the multiplet structure of
Ca2+ 3d-related states (Fig. 7) in the CB, which above
the fundamental absorption preedge show considerable
weights in DOS, secondly, a contraction of all oxygen 2p
subbands and hydrogen s band in the VB, and lastly,
more complex character of the deeper part of the VB –
being aligned in DOS with maximum at −19.7 eV it con-
sists of the mixture of the calcium p and the oxygen s
core states. The later gives rise to the additional metal-
nonmetal sp3 covalent bonding that is complimentary to
the main electrostatic interactions in CaO6 octahedra.
Thus, the splitting of an angular character of the oxy-

gen electronic states in the hydroxides is associated with
the different roles the valence electrons play in chemi-
cal interactions. The electrons supplied by the alkaline
earth metal are transferred via charge-transfer channel to
provide a classical ionic bond – an electrostatic interac-
tion of the anionic hydroxyl group with the metal cation
in xy plane. The electron contributed by the hydrogen
atom remain located inside the OH– ion to be employed
in mostly covalent O−H bond along c axis. By these
valence electron density redistribution processes covalent
bonding is embedded into the elemental framing of ionic
structure changing the angular character of the highest
occupied p-type electronic states.
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3. Work function

The electronic potential of the hydroxides can be high-
lighted via theoretical analysis of the work function of
electrons (WF), knowledge of which allows one to under-
stand a wide range of physical phenomena sensitive to
surface properties such as thermionic emission, photoe-
mission, catalysis, etc.108 From physical side, since the
induced electron ejection (removing) is a charge trans-
fer process, the magnitude of WF can be estimated in
terms of electron transfer109 via the change in the ener-
gies of the relevant electronic states, namely as the dif-
ference between the Fermi (EF ) and vacuum (V ) levels:
W = V − EF . The vacuum level is defined here as the
electrostatic potential outside the surface of a solid. Cor-
respondingly, the computational method for V is based
on the macroscopic technique,110 while the Fermi level
EF inside the material can be obtained self-consistently
from the DFT calculations.110–112

Figure 9: The electron potential energy across X(OH)2 and
vacuum. Fermi level EF is plotted by dotted line.

We have carried out our calculations of WF for the
hydroxides along the [001] direction using the model of
a 1×1×5 slab surrounded by the vacuum (Fig. 9). The
results are listed in Table XI. Comparison reveals that

Table XI: The calculated values of WF (eV) for Mg(OH)
2

and
Ca(OH)

2
as compared with relevant materials.

Mg(OH)
2

Ca(OH)
2

MgOa CaOa CaO/Mo(001)b ZnOc

4.46 4.78 3.1–4.4 1.6–2.7 4.0 4.7

aRef. [113].
bRef. [114].
cRef. [115].

the transition from the binary XO oxides to the related
X(OH)2 hydroxides demonstrate an increase in the WF,
especially in the case of CaO. One of the reasons of
that interesting fact may be associated with the addition
of covalency by hydroxyl anion which as discussed above
may govern the intensity of the charge transfer in the hy-
droxides. This idea is supported by observation data that

in CaO/Mo(001) system,114 where no additional charge
transfer occurs but some covalent binding may appear at
the Ca−Mo interface, the WF is raised to 4.0 eV.

E. Optical properties

Using the HSE06 electronic-structure description as a
starting point, computations of the optical spectra were
numerically carried out within the frequency-dependent
GW0 method as implemented in VASP56–59 in two
stages: at first, the components of the dielectric matrix
ǫ(ω) were calculated in an independent-particle approach
with due regard to LF effects, the accounting for which
is mandatory for the proper treatment of polar semicon-
ductors and, especially, insulators. Then G3W0 calcu-
lations were performed to get the energies of the single
quasi-particle states. Combination of the GW approach
with the numerical solution of the Bethe-Salpeter equa-
tion have been used in our previous work116 to investigate
the excitonic contributions in the optical spectra of the
hydroxides.
The knowledge of single quasi-particle spectra in the

hydroxides allowed us to complete a thorough work on
predictions of the fundamental band gaps ranging from
PBE-GGA to G3W0 approximation (see Table XII).
Unfortunately, there are no available data on the op-

Table XII: Predictions of fundamental band gaps (in eV) for
the bulk Mg(OH)

2
and Ca(OH)

2
. As an additional test,

MetaGGA calculations with the TB-mBJ potential117,118

have been carried out (MBJ column).

Compound PBE HSE06m MBJ G3W0 PBE0 Expt.
Mg(OH)

2
3.83 7.70 7.16 8.26 7.00a

Ca(OH)2 3.76 7.33 7.20 7.55 7.50b

aEstimated from experimental data.34
bCalculated within a modified PBE0 hybrid functional43 with the

fraction of the Fock exchange taken as a = 0.374.119

tical spectra of X(OH)2 from which one would possi-
ble directly to extract the electronic band gaps. Under
such circumstances, a pragmatic approach is to employ
the well-known fact that in most cases, the hybrid func-
tionals such as HSE06 and PBE0 as well as GW ap-
proximation are quantitatively predictive for ion-covalent
systems. The corresponding results summarized in Ta-
ble XII appear to be very similar for each compound be-
ing in a fairly narrow interval, what in turn causes us to
anticipate that the experimentally determined size of the
electronic band gap will very likely fall in the range of 7.7-
8.3 eV for Mg(OH)2 and 7.3-7.6 eV for Ca(OH)2. Thus,
it is seen that the X(OH)2 hydroxides are wide band gap
insulators, which, in an ideal case, are expected to be well
transparent to the visible and soft near ultraviolet ranges
of electromagnetic radiation.
Next we display in Figure 10 the calculated optical

parameters of Mg(OH)2 and Ca(OH)2. All these quan-
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Figure 10: Optical properties of Mg(OH)
2

and Ca(OH)
2

in terms of the reflectivity R(ω), the absorption coefficient α(ω), the
refractive index n(ω), and the extinction coefficient ke(ω) for the energy range from 0 to 12 eV. The quantity E denotes the
electric field of the light wave which is chosen to be parallel (E ‖ c) and perpendicular (E ⊥ c) to the crystallographic c axes.

tities have been obtained using the known macroscopic
relations composed of the real and imaginary parts of
the electronic dielectric function. It is of importance to
note that there is a strongly pronounced difference be-
tween the transverse and longitudinal components of the
optical characteristics. In particular, the spectra for the
E ⊥ c direction not only are ”red-shifted” toward the CB
edge by ∼ 2 eV but also demonstrate larger intensities
than those for E ‖ c. At the same time, these differences
are substantially smaller in the transparent region. In
order to explain the effect of an anisotropy of the optical
properties, which is evidently related to the diversity of
the ǫ⊥(ω) and ǫ‖(ω) elements and presents in the both
hydroxides, it could be helpful to look at the PDOS pic-
tures in terms of the splitting of the oxygen valence states
observed in Fig. 7. It is seen that the transverse compo-
nent of ℑǫ(ω) stems from the oxygen (2px, 2py) orbitals,
which provide the direct band gap electric-dipole tran-
sitions starting from the fundamental absorption edge,
whereas the contribution of the hybridized 2pz and s or-
bitals becomes actual at more high exciting energies. A
further point to be made is that in the self-absorption re-
gion frequency profile of the optical parameters has a rich
structure, which is caused the polarization dependencies
of the dipolar part of the target optical spectra and re-
flected in both the peak positions and their intensities. In
other words, due to the lack of any noticeable d-related
contributions near the fundamental absorption edge one
can suggest that the anisotropy of optical properties of
the hydroxides is mainly determined by electronic tran-
sitions from the three highest valence bands and gov-
erned in terms of dipolar selection rules associated with
the (2px, 2py) and pz oxygen states, respectively. For
higher energies in Ca(OH)2, the dipole transition matrix
elements will begin additionally to select Ca 3d-related
states to make thereby corrections to the polarization de-

pendencies following from the p-type orbitals.

F. Discussion

Apart from different details of the hexagonal symmetry
of the X(OH)2 hydroxides, the major structural feature
is strictly determined by 2D layers of XO6 octahedra
that are attached together by an ordered set of perpen-
dicular O−H connections. For that reason the structural
X − O − H model unit was chosen in our work to de-
scribe how bonds between the atoms are cooperated to
form the bulk periodic solid. Although certain structural
details often are responsible for peculiar properties of a
crystalline system, we have seen that the typical bonding
situation in the hydroxides is strictly of anisotropic char-
acter which is governed by the strong oxygen-hydrogen
binding in the hydroxyl anion. As a result, all the re-
sponses of XO6 octahedra appear to be direction depen-
dent, what in turn gives rise to a planar anisotropy of
physical properties of the X(OH)2 hydroxides. Pictorial
illustrations of this fact are such macroscopic character-
istic features as the significant difference of linear com-
pressibilities along the c- and a axises (Table VI), the
large degree of elastic anisotropy, or an inherent bias of
optical spectra in favor of higher energies, which depends
on where the electric field of the light wave is directed.

Of course, it is generally clear that such specificity of
the bonding situation should hold whether Mg(OH)2 or
Ca(OH)2 is considered. However, there still remains one
interesting question connected with some signatures of a
crystal field, which turn out to be mismatched between
these systems: as seen from Figure 7 the splitting be-
tween the (2px, 2py) and pz oxygen subbands is much
larger for Ca(OH)2 than in the case of Mg(OH)2, so one
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can ask what might cause this discrepancy? A feasible
explanation is evidently related to the higher affinity of
Mg2+ to hydroxyl anionic groups in crystalline medium
as compared with Ca2+. In particular, from our results
concerning structural, aggregate and vibrational prop-
erties it is seen that the Mg2+→Ca2+ cationic substi-
tution leads to remarkable alteration of local chemical
environment in XO6 octahedra. For instance, the dif-
ference in affinities can be demonstrated by comparison
to the Cauchy relationships100 for a hexagonal crystal:
C12 = C66 and C13 = C44. The theoretically calculated
values of the ratios C12/C66 and C13/C44 for Ca(OH)2,
0.89 and 0.86, respectively, are much closer to unity than
those, 0.81 and 0.46, for Mg(OH)2. It therefore appears

that the structural role of Ca2+ cation in the interatomic
potential of Ca(OH)2 is mainly associated with central

nearest-neighbor forces,100 while the effect of the Mg2+

cation in Mg(OH)2 is more complex since cannot be def-
initely reduced to two-body interactions.
The other important aspect our results give is an un-

derstanding how via varying complexity of the chemical
bonds one can control macroscopic properties of materi-
als. In particular, as compared with the simple oxides
the key feature of the bonding picture in the hydrox-
ides, which is mainly essential in materials context, is
the regulation of the charge transfer degree by the bridg-
ing oxygen anion. On the one hand, it is just the case
why X(OH)2 is less mechanically stable than their binary
XO prototypes. However, on the other hand, it would be
of even greater importance to emphasize that this could
be the main factor for getting the desired electronic and
optical properties.

IV. CONCLUSION

This work presents a study of materials properties for
X(OH)2 (X=Mg and Ca) by first-principles calculations
by employing state-of-art (HSE06, GW) DFT methods.

We have focused on the ground state properties, elec-
tronic structure and optical properties. Analysis of the
overall bonding picture has shown that a crystal-chemical
integrity of the hydroxides is governed by the oxygen via
a bridging combination of the strong covalent bonding
in the hydroxyl anion and the metal-oxygen ionic con-
nection. This feature is a principal component of the
multifunctionality of X(OH)2 compounds because it pro-
vides the equal utilization of electronic characteristics
such as large band gap and low refractive index (relevant
to purely ionic systems) and the covalent contributions
from the oxygen. We show that X(OH)2 has a direct
band gap with the VB and CB extreme at the Γ point.
Predictions for the fundamental band gaps were shown
to be in the range of 7.7-8.3 eV for Mg(OH)2 and 7.3-7.6
eV for Ca(OH)2. The bottommost CB is well dispersive,
whereas the topmost VB is almost dispersionless. Effec-
tive masses of carriers in vicinity of the band extreme
are strongly anisotropic, and for the electrons are similar
to those in ZnO. Optical properties of the bulk crys-
talline X(OH)2 hydroxides have been studied by using
the many-body Hedin’s GW approximation. The results
indicate a weak absorption of electromagnetic radiation
with photon energies near the fundamental band gap,
which is in agreement with subsequent optical studies.
The potential of applicability of the X(OH)2 compounds
in semiconductor device engineering and optoelectronics
is discussed.
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